nel lavoro per gli operatori.

condotte di estrazione. Massima sicurezza infiammabili all'interno delle cappe e delle
prevenzione dei depositi di grasso molto
Protezione antincendio grazie alla
DEGLI INCENDI
MASSIMA SICUREZZA, PREVENZIONE

Il nostro team vi aiuterà e guiderà nella
sostituzione lampade semplice e veloce.
Installazione rapida, manutenzione e
E' FACILE DA APPLICARE, E TI PUOI FIDARE!

simpleness and safety for both products
production process ensuring the efficacy,
safety improvement , fire

sia per la qualità dei prodotti che per il
efficacia, semplicità di utilizzo e sicurezza
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Smell Reduction
Smell and grease reduction in kitchen hoods

**Riduzione di Grassi e Odori nelle Cucine Industriali**

**TECNICAL FEATURES**

- UV-SMELL-SQ
  - The series UV-SMELL-SQ includes the Light Progress special TiOx® filter. The device is designed to be mounted alone or in series, also in an alternating manner.
  - It is suitable for both ozone or ozone-free devices, with nano-structured titanium dioxide and silver salts.
  - It is an efficient deodorizing system, allowing a significant reduction of smelly and greasy dust along the ducts or inside the centralized aspiration and filtration system.
  - The module is designed to house also the alarm check is provided.
  - Synoptic view, a digital hour-counter and lamps LED Supply Box containing ballasts, lamps' LED, control board. (optional) to check operating, lamps hour.
  - System is powered through simple ballasts, in kitchen hoods.

**APPLICATION LAYOUT**

- UV-STYLO-S
  - The module is designed to be applied in project phase or even retro-fit, inside hoods aspiration and filtration system.
  - UV-STYLO-S compact sizes and easy fixing

**FAQ**

- There is a very clear UV-STYLO®, suitable for both ozone or ozone-free devices. The product comes with a filter specifically designed for kitchen hoods. The system is simple to install, using either ozone or ozone-free devices.
  - Use UV-STYLO-S compact sizes and easy fixing

**PRODUCTS ALIGNED**

- OZONE LAMPS (+Oz)
  - Ozone, persisting in air for few seconds after activation, significantly to the deodorizing action of TiOx®. The Light Progress special TiOx® filter performs further oxidation of polluting particles and contributes to the reduction of volatile organic compounds, nitrogen inorganic compounds (SOV, NOx and VOC volatile organic compounds).

**Layout di Applicazione**

- UV-SMELL-SQ
  - “PLENUM” APPLICATION INSIDE VENTILATION SYSTEM/ AIR HANDLING UNIT
  - Application in a “plenum” inside the ventilation system or in the central air flow treatment.

- UV-STYLO-S
  - Application of TiOx® filter in kitchen hoods.